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CONTEMPORANEITY

I applaud this initiative to involve the judiciary of India in

these workshops on HIV/AIDS. In this series of workshops, we
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explore the features of the HIV/AIDS epidemic and the

many legal and law-related issues it presents to the courts and

the legal system of every country. Issues such as consent

testing; counselling of those at risk and those who are

infected with HIV; issues of confidentiality and discriinination;

the special problems of vulnerable groups, some of them subject

to discrimination which is reinforced by the law; issues of the

of the blood supply and of the work environment.

In 1999, the High Court of Australia delivered a decision

Wilich illustrates the way in which HIV/AIDS will present to our

courts questions of law both of difficulty and sensitivity: X v

The Commonwealth '. The case concerned a soldier who had

enlisted in the Australian Defence Force (ADF): After his

. enlistment, a pathology test showed that he had been infected

with HIV, the virus that causes AIDS. He was immediately

discharged pursuant to a policy of the ADF applicable to all new

recruits requiring the termination of their employment if they

tested positive to HIV. The ex-soldier complained about his

discharge to the Australian Human Rights and Equal Opportunity

Commission. The ADF admitted that there was discrimination

against him otherwise contrary to the Disability Discrimination

Act 1992 (Cth). However, it asserted that it was lawful

discrimination in his case because, within one of the exceptions

(1999) 200 CLR 177.
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by the Act, the soldier was unable to perform the

requirements" of the particular employment.

It was contended that one of the "inherent requirements"

a soldier was a capability to (as it was vividly put) "bleed

if bleeding arose in circumstances of combat or

The Commissioner, who held an inquiry for the

held that the relevant exemption applied only

there was "a clear and definite relationship between the

or intrinsic characteristics of the employment and the

. di~ability in question". At first instance in the Federal Court of

'Australia, the judge reviewing this decision declined to disturb it

error or law. However, the Full Court of the Federal Court of

set the decision aside and ordered a rehearing. It held

the Inquiry Commissioner had misdirected himself in

exception under the Act which

too narrow and restrictive.

On further appeal by special leave to the High Court of

Australia, the Court, by majority, upheld the Full Court decision.

It directed that the matter be returned to the Human Rights

Commission for redetermination without adopting the "narrow

and restrictive construction" which the majority felt had

originally been taken. I dissented from this opinion, concluding

there was no error of law in the approach of the Inquiry

It was my opinion that the Act that was being

applied should be given a beneficial construction to secure its
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objectives, namely the elimination of decisions against people

with disabilities on the basis of attributes ascribed to their

disabilities by stereotyping. I suggested that the imposition of a

universal "policy" requiring the dismissal of all recruits in a large

employment area within the federal government defied the

particularity required of employers in decisions affecting

employees necessitated by the Act. My view did not prevail. It

is not my purpose to reargue it. However, the case illustrates

the way in which HIV/AIDS is no longer a remote, exotic far

away problem for judges. It is becoming a regular visitor to the

courts whether in India, Australia or elsewhere. Judges must

be alert to its legal dimensions.

Judges, by definition, are leaders of their communities.

They are invariably educated above the average. They ordinarily

enjoy a privileged lifestyle. Typically, they are respected

because of their offices. Their special positions in society

impose upon them a responsibility of leadership. Nowhere is

that responsibility tested more than when a completely new and

unexpected problem presents itself to society. All the judges'

instincts for legality, fairness and reasonableness must then be

summoned up, to help lead society towards an informed,

intelligent and just solution to the problem.

It is dangerous to generalise about the judiciary. In our

region of the world several different legal systems may be

found. In each of them, the role of the judiciary will be
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different. I discovered this fact in my work between 1993 and

1996 as Special Representative of the Secretary-General for

Human Rights in Cambodia. A judge in Cambodia observes

quite different legal traditions and conventions than does a

judge in Australia or India. Typically, in common law countries

which personally derive their legal systems largely from

England, the judge enjoys a specially important place in the

exposition, development and application of the law. The

judge's creative role in developing the common law gives him or

her opportunities and responsibilities of law-making, which are

probably greater than in most countries of the civil law tradition.

But even within common law countries, the opportunities

of legal development will differ at different levels of the judicial

hierarchy. Thus, a judge of the final appellate court will have an

enormously important role in applying the Constitution, in

expounding basic human rights, in sometimes striking down

legislation as unconstitutional, and in keeping the other

branches of government in check. A judicial officer at the other

end of the spectrum. a magistrate, will have much less

opportunity to develop and expound new legal principles. He or

she will generally be bound simply to apply statute law or

common law as elaborated by the higher courts. Yet a

magistrate will see many more citizens than higher court judges

do. Typically, the magistrate's court processes about 90% of

criminal and small debt proceedings. This is where most people
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see the judiciary. It is a mistake to conceive of the role of the

judiciary as limited to judges of the highest courts.

As a judge of twenty-seven years in a common law

country (Australia), who once also served in another common

law country (Solomon Islands), I am much more familiar with

the role of the judiciary in common law countries. Although I

am also quite familiar with the legal system of another country

of the region (Cambodia) whose traditions are those of the civil

law, for a workshop for judges in India I will concentrate in this

introduction upon the case work of judges in common law

countries. In the face of HIV/AIDS, judicial officers everywhere

must give a measure of leadership. The epidemic presents

many problems of a legal character; but still more problems of

prejudice, ignorance and discriminatory attitudes. This is why

discrimination against people living with HIV/AIDS, or thought

to be in that position, is sometimes described as the "second

epidemic".

I have organised my consideration of this topic in terms of

the "6 Cs". These are Contemporaneity; Consciousness;

Courts; Cases; Colleagues and Community. I will also offer

some Conclusions. In each context, the judiciary has personal

and collective responsibilities. They are universal, and not

limited to any particular legal system. But necessarily, my

treatment of cases will be confined to the system which I know

best - that of the common law.
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epidemic is beginning to affect millions of people. It will have

enormous implications for the running of courts, the decision

making in cases, relationships with colleagues, and the

judiciary's role in the community.

In my own jurisdiction, in Australia, the Judicial

Commission of New South Wales in 1992 published an HIV

Outline - Source Material for Judicial Officers in New South

Wales 2 • This is an excellent work. It starts with basic facts

about AIDS and HIV infection, with rudimentary information on

what AIDS is; when it first appeared; how HIV is transmitted;

how many people in Australia have been affected; which groups

of people have been particularly infected; what the life

expectancy of a person with HIV or AIDS is; how it is

diagnosed; what are its symptoms; whether health care workers

and other professionals are at risk of HIV infection; and what

risk still exists in donated blood, blood products or human

tissue.

This booklet continues with basic information on public

health legislation applicable to people with HIV/AIDS, and with

chapters on relevant statutory and common law principles

applicable to such topics as liability for HIV transmission;

application of anti-discrimination laws; the rules on
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confidentiality; the relevance of HIVIAIDS to sentencing; and

the impact of HIV/AIDS on family law.

Doubtless, with the passage of time, some of the data

concerning the epidemic has been overtaken. Certainly, much

of the treatment of particular legal issues would now have to be

elaborated by reference to recent developments. But the

beginning of wisdom is a knowledge of the features of the

epidemic which I have mentioned. Judicial officers, by their

privileged position, and responsibilities to make decisions

relevant to the lives of people with HIV/AIDS, owe it to their

communities to inform themselves about the basic facts. They

should not rely solely upon the general media, for it is often

guilty of misinformation and extravagant reporting on this topic.

That is why the first step in the role of the judiciary in this area

is consciousness about HIV/AIDS. That consciousness should

extend globally, but should be supplemented by a detailed

knowledge of the best data available on the spread of the

epidemic in the jUdge's own jurisdiction, as well as the most

relevant statutory and common law principles, that a judge,

suddenly facing in court or elsewhere a problem involving

HIV/AIDS, will need to be aware of.

It is the responsibility of the Executive Government in

every jurisdiction to provide to judicial officers the basic

information contained in the HIV outline mentioned above. If it

does not, the judges must inform themselves.
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The judicial function is typically performed in courts, and

in chambers. It is here that the judge, as jurist,

mp.ets citizens involved in legal cases, and their representatives.

of those citizens will have (as I will show) problems

to HIVIAIDS. These will call for sensitive application of

<t"tLlte law and general legal principles. But before the judge

gets to this, he or she will have to know how to conduct a case

which concerns an infection which is not just an ordinary

medical condition. Around various medical conditions there can

. gather elements of prejudice and stigma. It is found in

community attitudes to various venereal conditions, inherited

disabilities, and even to cancer. But HIVIAIDS in the courtroom

is specially sensitive. In part, this is because of its association

with death. In part it is also because the modes of transmission

are frequently by sexual intercourse and injecting drug use, The

association of HIVIAIDS with drugs, sex, and in particular,

groups which have often been (and sometimes still are) the

subject of stigma and even criminalisation (homosexuals, drug

ado:cted persons, sex workers etc) makes community responses

to the epidemic highly sensitive, and sometimes over-reactive.

The jUdiciary are members of their communities. They cannot

be entirely free from the attitudes, fears and prejudices of the

societies they live in. But it behoves the judiciary to be better

informed, and especially to so perform their functions as to
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':,,<i'SiC; reduce unnecessary burdens upon those who come before them

are living with HIV/AIDS.

When AIDS first came along, there was often gross over

to its presence in the courtroom. In some countries,

actually infected, or suspected of being infected, with

V/AIU::O, were brought into court by guards wearing space suit

completely unnecessary and highly prejudicial to the

rights of the accused. There is no need for such special

procedures, as the wearing of surgical masks or

or protective gloves, still less for the exclusion. of the

H"fAndant from the courtroom. In the United States it has been

that such courtroom precautions, without any

basis, would be a violation of constitutional rights to

process of law3 . Requests by court staff for the testing of

prisoners, or for the provision of special gloves and uniforms to

'sheriff and bailiff officers, should ordinarily be rejected. It is a

duty of the presiding judicial officer to make sure that his or her

'Cdurt staff are protected from risks of infection, or exposure to

'such risks. But it is now well known that casual social contact

will not transmit HIV. The judiciary should not permit court

pro~ess to be distorted, invariably to the disadvantage of the

Wiggins V Maryland 315 Md 232; 554 A 2d 356 (1989)
(Maryland CAl. See M C Morgan, "The Problems of Testing
for HIV in the Criminal Courts", 29 Judges' Journal, No.2,
25 (1990).
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4 R T Andrias, "Shed Your Robes - Three Reasons for
Aggressive Judicial Leadership in Coping with the HIV
Epidemic", 29 Judges Journal, No.2, 7, (1990),

litigant, by generally unnecessary isolation, or disadvantageous

treatment';

On the other hand, the need to protectthe judiciary.

"We are employers, of sorts, with large personal and
official staffs, whose safety and security are our utmost
concern. Judges are independent and are paid a salary
which is not based on whether they win or lose. ... Our
job is to do the right and just thing, without fear or
favour. Ensuring the right to an attorney, the right to
have one's case heard, the fundamental rights of
fairness and due process are the cornerstones of the
halls of justice".

confidentiality and personal privacy can be secured by judicial

orders in appropriate cases, forbidding the naming of those who

are infected. In such cases, the courts try to balance the public

interest in protecting confidential information against the public

Because of the nature of the sensitive questions that can

arise in cases involving HIV/AIDS, it will often be the duty of

the judge to afford a measure of confidentiality to the persons

involved. This is because it is usually permissible and proper to

report court proceedings which are open. It would be wrong to

close every court proceeding which involved some issue

concerning HIV/AIDS, or concerned a person living with the

virus. The principle of open justice is fundamental to the role of
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Epidemic", 29 Judges Journal, No.2, 7, (1990), 
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i!i;,j'X:' interest which favours disclosure5
• In X v 0, the English Court

considered the public interest exception in relation to

disclosure of information about a person's HIV status. An

was sought to prevent a newspaper from publishing

of two doctors infected with HIV who were working

particular hospital. The newspaper had obtained the

from confidential hospital records. The newspaper

that there was an overriding public interest in disclosing

information, because the public was entitled to know that

doctors had HIV. However, the court held that the public

in preserving the confidentiality of hospital records

the public interest in the freedom of the press to

the information, because people with HIV must not be

deterred from seeking appropriate testing and treatment. This

is important because the judges recognise that

in relation to a person's HIV status, could be

not only to protect the interests of the infected

but also for public health strategies generally against

soread of the epidemic.

See Woodward v Hutchins [1977] 1 WLR 760 {CAl; W v
Edgell [1990] 1 All ER 835.

Xv Y [1988] 2 All ER 648. See also R Sarre, "HIVIAIDS
and Suppression Orders", (1995) 17 (3) Bulletin of Law
Society of South Australia, 11.
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In Australia, there have been similar orders by the superior

courts protecting the confidentiality of people infected with

HIV7 • Sometimes these have proved controversial.

Occasionally, the media attack the confidentiality orders of the

judge. But the jUdiciary will know, and give value to, the

competing interests at stake. So it was in the Bombay High

Court where an interim order was issued suppressing the

information of the identity of a person infected with HIV. Both

were allowed to sue by pseudonyms (Mr M X and Ms Z V). The

applicants challenged a public corporation's dismissal of Mr M X

because he had tested HIV positive. The corporation's policy

permitted discrimination on that basis. Mr M X had been a

'casual labourer for a public sector corporation. He was cleared

for promotion, subject to a medical. The medical examination

declared him to be fit. He was then required to undergo a

fUrther examination for permanency. He was again found to be

physically fit. But the HIV test revealed that he was sero

positive. The corporation sought to justify its discriminatory

policy, although it is hard to see how, before any onset of

disability, such a policy could be justified especially in the case

of a labourer. Mr M X challenged the policy as contrary to law

7 See Loker v St Vincent's Hospital (Darlinghurst) & Anor,
unreported, Supreme Court of NSW, Australia, 11 October
1985 (Allen, M). See also Australian Red Cross Society v B
C, Supreme Court of Victoria (Appellate Division),
unreported, 7 March 1991. Noted in Judicial Commission,
above n. 1, 29.
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of the non-discriminatory clauses (ss 14, 15 and

Constitution of India). The Bombay High Court

ii".SnOweu considerable sensitivity in its name suppression order.
~'~~~·';'t,-;;~:-:,~_,,:-,.:
~f;~~,i;nepeople, denied confidentiality, would simply abandon their

law or never come to court8
•

in my service as a Justice of the High Court of

a case was presented which concerned an allegation

discrimination in the provision of local government

permission concerning people living with HIV/AIDS:

City of Perth9
• The City Council of Perth in Western

13 votes to 12, rejected a proposal to establish a

centre for people witll HIV. The applicant and his

complained to the Commissioner for Equal

on the ground that the City Council had

unlawfully contrary to the Equal Opportunity Act

The Tribunal established by that Act found that

of the majority votes had been impermissibly based on "the

f~~~i\~~'~~~~~<:~ff~a11ctor'" By majority, the High Court of Australia
ill the claim that the Council had discriminated contrary

Ac:t10. The majority of the Court held that the Council

Grover, "Names Suppressed in Indian Discrimination
, (1995) 6 HIVIAIDS Legal Link, No.3, 26.

CJ, Dawson, Gaudron, McHugh and Gummow JJ;
"ooh"v and Kirby JJ dissenting.
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Perth City v IW (1996) 90 LGERA 178.

Andrias, above, n. 4, 7.

redress. The decision of the Full Court of the Supreme Court of

.Western Australia denying redress for the vote found to have

bem affected by discriminatory considerations, was affirmed".

are to result inunder discrimination legislation

"Ii attorneys will not vigorously represent or refuse
to represent HIV defendants, or if a defendant is
denied access to the courtroom, time is critical.
Similarly if an AIDS litigant does not receive a fair
trial because of bias or hostility, given the pace of
the appellate process, the probability is that he or
she won't be around for a re-trial. Finally, if a

A factor in such cases is often the need for urgency in the

decision. Particularly at an advanced stage of AIDS,

judges become pro-active, and take control of litigation

involving people suffering from HIV/AIDS, the litigant may be

improperly denied a right or remedy, and such loss may prove

irreparable '2:

was not" providing a service" within the meaning of the Act. It

also held by majority that the applicant was not an "aggrieved

person" within the Act as the actual applicant for town planning

approval was an association, a distinct legal person, not the

members of it, including the appellant. The case shows once

~gain the technical hurdles which must often be overcome if
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defendant is sentenced to prison merely because of
his or her HIV condition, the person usually receives
sub-standard medical care and other deprivations
before an appeals court can rectify the situation".

It is the duty of a judge, as the exemplar of due process, to

insist upon fairness in the court, and to prevent discrimination

from showing its face.

An article in the Victorian Law Institute Journal described

the kind of problem that can arise in the context of a litigant's

sexual orientation. The same problem might arise in the context

of HIV/AIDS status'3:

"Often it is simply a matier of homosexuality being
unnecessarily dragged into a case. The criminal lawyer,
Jeff Tobin, whose gay clientele is ten percent of his
practice and growing, says that a lot of his work is in
making sure the courts don't dwell on who his clients
prefer to spend their lives with. 'Sexuality is rarely an
issue in criminal matiers and it should certainly not
impinge on a person's equality in the eyes of the law.
Having a client's gay status thrown about in court
doesn't always help get a fair judgment'''.

I was once greatly affected by a Canadian judge (Justice

Louise Arbor, lately the Prosecutor before the International

Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia) when she told a

13 K Derkley, "The Hard Earned Pink Dollar", Law Institute of
Victoria Journal, August 1995, 742, 743.
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of judicial colleagues in Quebec that she never

sexism in her court· whether it came from a litigant, a

or a colleague. She always intervened to correct the

ri"rnetrator and the record, and to insist upon manifestly equal

under the law. The jUdiciary must do so in the

upon every ground of irrational discrimination,

including the HIV/AIDS status of litigants, witnesses or others in

The cases involving aspects of HIV/AIDS are now legion.

texts are written about AIDS and the law '4 . From

nm"thinn which began rather modestly16, this is now a very

large enterprise. In many countries, including my own, special

legal series are now pUblished on aspects of HIVIAIDS and the

Thus, in Australia, there is a quarterly newsletter on

HIV/AIDS law and policy called HIV/AIDS Legal Link. There is a

similar journal in Canada called Canadian HIV/AIDS Policy and

Law Newsletter. There are many similar publications in the

United States.

See ego J Godwin & Ors, Australian HIV/AIDS Legal Guide,
2 ed., the Federation Press, Sydney, (1993).

See ego M D Kirby, "AIDS Legislation • Turning Up the
Heat?" (1985) 60 AU 324.
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cannot attempt in this brief paper to analyse the role of

rl;~;~'" in responding to the many issues which HIV/AIDS

presented to the law. A number of examples may,

illustrate the way in which informed judges, and other

decision makers, can render a service by the

application of the law to novel problems presenting as

iJ',resUI1 of HIV infection.

me start in the criminal law area. In common law

."""..••• ,".~v~ .. , .._~, bail before trial is quite normal. It is not always a
f~f~~{fi:;;'~;;~[/(,t:~:, ',' -,,' ,"
!;\~WGi}j~~~~S);t~~~ur~of most civil law traditions. In the United States, it has
~s;;;:'\~}'''-';'~i'\"*''~<-''''}'"", ,
1j'i\if;\s.;)Sti,(;;g6'rnetimes been argued that the defendant's HIV status is
",~,--"",' '''--<-~~1j~':: ~,~

~)felevant to whether or not he or she should be released pending

J"his is because of the shortened lifespan of most people

HIV positive. J"ypically, constitutional and statutory

refer to the central question of whether the defendant

to court to face the charges. Few, if any, refer

........".J·~~~~Jficallyto HIV status. According to one analysis, it is not
t;<~~'i:<:::~~~¥ii~~'{fc~,',,)-,- ,,-' ,

category in which the person belongs, as the

in which he or she engages, which is relevant. J"he

views about dangers to the public should be
~ 'S;~'i?;~L- __ :>' "

;'·;" .•;\:\~~~~Xpelled by the judge, who should confine his or her decision to

~i:tl.lal known conduct of the applicant. An appellate court

held that it was an abuse of discretion to impose a

of a negative HIV/AIDS test prior to release on bail, in
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~;i"P~.,.~,~;~i0~,.·
c.;¥~ff;!~~1'fih.i$.•was .not mentioned in the statutes, and could

i~~'?}"t"i:'~fi':~"""::::':,~\':-~;'YK~'~c,-,,',-
¥f:!t~.~1t~lillQj9~ri~.~ to the particular applicant16.

~ .. ~t~\~1~ji'; .•.. ' .
1[M1h~IY, judges are being faced by applications of the
,~~~;':-~;;$;';-'~":)'." ',' '<,'

iill!~lrrniQ~flaw,withspecial H1VIAIDS statutes designed to
:'t,':>"~~$:;;~,'h\~;~'~:;::~,':'--:-:,: ':

~;.,",jl~~f(j.~~~.~J1S who know that they are infected, but proceed
{;>~\;%~~j!#,~~7?k\<:\~):?;;J/j:.,:<',.;
'K'i;JR"'~eWailpiotected sex and spread the virus. A Kenyan visitor

tA\~~~7}~)?-~/':"::',," "
ilf1;ehtlo/c'onvicted in New Zealan.d under the general law17

.
~,~~~~~~~\\)t:;)f:?;;"- ":- ,,-.

Jrli¥Mit:toria/Australia, a judge directed a jury to acquit a
_it~~JJ~~Z*::~\~\~,:';·:';:',-
ief~'b'r\:'fa2cused, following consensual, unprotected intercourse,

';,~1~r~g;'4}R~!iliE_~~;',;,;:',,',
tlec'iilise,\zhe .considered the risks of infection unreasonably

lftl[
. ni,;iliecriminal area, the main questions which have come

~~:'£~1(~;t~~(~~~~~~7;X1:::~:\;,;-~"-< " , , .
¥Ib&fb!~judges. involve issues such as sentencing persons who
""--'%:~~~~'*Z1~\,t:W<;::'_;:'7/-:<,", - - - :'

jt~;.:~J'\9y.;,6"to"be,Infected with HIV, and ordering parole release
>~';}t~~is~;;):r~'::t"'~:':'.
;.f0,:S)J9h,\;per.sons. In Australia, the principle that has been

;>;A\~t\~t;t~~{;¥'i:,~-1/"",I'-;-".",
;,',iPP'J.!jo,~):~~\l!lstated by King CJ in the South Australian Court of

,·;,,~j'C:~~~,it,(~~~J:>~~:;:::):'-'·>:::' "
')~;,;~,~¥#i~lQ)~!~Appeal in R v Smith19:

il,tti{I~!~~!~~i(,~'~':'••........
~fiJWfj"~;#!;~0~'!1,r.~:';:~~f:1..p.{Jfey McGreevy 514 NYS 2d 622 (1987) (NYCA).

"~~~}~i:~l~~~~~~h~~.~';~bo~e n. 3, 25.

~j~~N;,i)~~i~l~,J~~1";W?qharges"Yere .brought under the Crimes (HIV) Act of
t-";'f"~5~'i,;{j'j;~¥;i'sB9~",.$tat~ of Victoria. The accused was acquitted on the
::4.1'i;1'~};;~FL;;S':,~.,,\~;eBt!?nofTeague J of the Supreme Court of Victoria.

tl~1~i~~q~~,m;\iJJ~~.7i44 SASR 587; 27 A Crim R 315 (CCA SA).
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"The state of health of an offender is always relevant to
the consideration of the appropriate sentence for the
offender. The courts, however, must be cautious as to
the influence which they allow this factor to have upon
the sentencing process. III health cannot be allowed to
become a licence to commit crime, nor can offenders
generally expect to escape punishment because of the
condition of their health. It is the responsibility of the
correctional services authorities to provide appropriate
care and treatment for sick prisoners. Generally
speaking, ill health will be factor tending to mitigate
punishment only where it happens that imprisonment
Will be a greater burden on the offender by reason of his
state of health, or where there is a serious risk of
imprisonment having a gravely adverse effect on the
offender's health".

In R v McDonald20 , the accused had been aware at the

of his original sentencing that he had HIV, but did not

'3i..QISClose the fact to the court. Evidence as to his HIV status
•.,.~,~.,<;;,;.:.:. :..:".\"< ..

~~j:#;,'l'lsbroughtout in an appeal. There was also evidence that the

by reason of his HIV infection, had been transferred

special wing of the prison, where conditions were more

'.'~~:'.ic:restricted than in any other part of the prison system. The New

Wales Court of Criminal Appeal said:

."The very nature of the confinement in the assessment
unit imposes hardships, including the lack of opportunity
that would exist in other sections of the prison for the
appellant to determine who his associates would be. He
is necessarily confined with other AIDS sufferers ...

.While so confined. the appellant would have reduced

(1988) 38 A Crim R 470 (CCA NSW).
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for courses of education ... A further
consequence of confinement ... is the loss of opportunity

remissions" .

Queensland Supreme Court ordered that an HIV

prisoner should have his application for parole

It overruled the Parole Board's original

"1';,;"~"a;r1:erinination that special circumstances had not been shown

~~i';~~'ieasonof HIV status21
•

Other areas where judges are called upon to make
:T\~\:Y(~;,~)§:rt:',',,: .
~{~~~;:d§tr\'$ifive decisions include in family law22

; in immigration
8),:;<;~'::',\';:','.·>:

on permanent residence or refugee status23
; in

in disturbance of a will which fails to make

for a life partner and is contested by the family25; in

cases involving employment, including in the

Decision of Fryberg J in the Supreme Court of Queensland,
nqted (1985) 6 HIV/AIDS Legal Link, No.2, 13.

K B Glen, "Parents With AIDS, Children With AIDS", 29
Judges Journal No 2 14 at 17 (1990). See also Judicial
Commission, above, n. 1, 33.

Decision of Refugee Review Tribunal (Aust.) N 94/04178,
noted (1994) 5 HIVIAIDS Legal Link, No.4, 3. See also M
Alexander, "HIV and Permanent Residence" (1995) 6
IfIVIAIDS Legal Link, No.2, 8.

Glen, above, n.22, 18.

Derkley; above, n. 12, 743.
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» ~;'\i;,;

>

~~(1~;'

i~Y~"'"
~t(finilitary26; in superannuation rights27 ; in insurance benefits28;
~}';{;~~t~~,

~'i:l'fii8M in industrial cases concerned with family leave
~*t:~;~;~·:::
t~£i;,:tintii:lements29. All of these, and doubtless many other, cases
~~~~h:~;.~,'·,:,;'·'

~"'$':~i8ail forth understanding by the jUdge of the high passions which
,~~~,;{;~,~,::',:,
"'i.~'\':~·.tendto be engendered by the element of HIVIAIDS. In such
:t:~:-,;?,~~",~,;;;:",;,

~~i%'%I)i5~s(ls especially, judges need to ground all decisions upon
~t>-~'~\~~S':J_:':;_t,::, , ' -
'i'W£tf~.$~uhd data resting on the evidence - not on prejudice,
~'\~~<'~:1<,'--"",: ", ' .
,;1%~i;r~tereotypes, myths or pre-judgment.

'~~5:;'"
~1i~S:'::k" Many cases are now coming before the courts concerning
~~~~~i}~'::;":",,.
~~~i\;::.claims for negligence. The cases may involve an accusation
o.}i~::btr.~:_:,:"

'i~",ihat a medical practitioner did not test the patient for his or her

~~~'~~IVsta1:Us;did not inform the patient's partner of a positive HIV
n,,'_~;:, ,',,:.

:.:ie'~t::of a patient, so as to warn him or her of the risk of

and the failure to advise against the risks of

(:anadian HIV/AIDS Policy and Law NeWSletter, April 1995,
14.

Derkley, above, n. 12,742.

(~~li~~~~!i" A Anderson, "Landmark Discrimination Case - Gay Family
":0:",,\\;;;;~:*?<.Wins Right to Family Health Insurance", (1995) 6

1:1'1:{,:<1o\'" HIVIAIDS Legal Link, No. 3,18.
·t~·~~,>:_~1:::,<,;:"""""_,,, ,

.)';?1'ii;29 ,M Alexander, "Success in the Family Leave Case". (1994) 5
~.:.:.fct*~"!•.j):.•.·•· HIV/AIDS Legal Link, No.4, 12; [bid, "Family Leave Test
d;,~';" Case" (1995) 6 HIV/AIDS Legal Lmk, No.1, 3. The case

,-::.~j'~;,,&:'i' referred to is a decision of the Australian Industrial
--"·C?";"i]'}Ui.· Relations Commission in the Family Leave Test case. The

~:';;'i;:,:: principle has been accepted. in . State . Industrial
1i'i,;i:i\.5 Commissions. See note {19951 6 HIV/AIDS Legal Link, No.
."".. .. 2 4 (NSW I d . I R I' C ..:~:&:S~fu;~}L' ....1 . n ustna e atlOns ommlsslO~:).

;;~_()~:F]f~X.;~~:~~'f~d' ,
~«i")'~r s., 'of,,,o,. I' 99S! 6 "IV/AIDS L.g,1 Uok, No 3, S
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to accidental infection31
• The cases are virtually

in their variety. Whilst it is unlikely that some of the

esoteric cases will come before courts in many countries

Asia/Pacific region, claims in negligence provide the

for assertions that medical practitioners, other health

public authorities, and the like, have not acted with

Where a person has become HIV-infected, it is

that he or she should look to others who are felt even

to blame to provide financial protection during life, and

protection for dependants thereafter.

Some of the most difficult decisions arise in the area of .

Cases have been decided whereby access to a

!. 'j'~h;I" was denied to a father found to be HIV-positive32
• The

j;[l§sls. of the decision, however, was not any real risk to the

but that it was "not unreasonable" for the child's mother

tJave concerns without the risk of infection from fatherly

~nroi",1 contact. This was an irrational fear, and the judge should

have given effect to it. A better approach was suggested in

case, where a wise judge held that it was a more

response to the risk of stigmatisation to bring the

See ego Johnson v West Virginia University Hospitals Inc 6
ALR 5th (1991) (CAW Val.

;"""."~'. In the marriage of B & C (1989) FLC 92, 043 (Family Ct of
Aust).
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up in a way that assists him or her in coping with it, and

to shield the child from reality altogether33
.

The call to the proper judicial function in all of the cases

I have mentioned, and doubtless many others, is to rest

decision, as all good judges do, upon sound evidence. In so

as the judge may take jUdicial notice, he or she must inform

decision about the real nature of HIV/AIDS, so that prejudice

replaced. by knowledge; and stereotyping by the jUdicial

. commitment to equal justice under the law.

It is inevitable that as HIV/AIDS penetrates more societies

and every branch of society, the judiciary will become aware of

colleagues who are living with HIV/AIDS, either in the judiciary,

in the legal profession. Because the judiciary is still generally

made up, in most countries, of middle aged to elderly males, the

modes of transmission of the virus may be less likely to have

consequences affecting judges, than other groups in society.

But this is not necessarily so. These suppositions sometimes

collapse in the face of reality .

. 33 Jarmen v Lloyd (19B2) 8 Fam LR 878 (Family Ct of Aust).
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myself have known a number of legal practitioners who

infected with HIV. In Sydney I have sat at the

bedside of one, a fine attorney, born in New Zealand,

the virus in a time that he worked in New York in

"'~'h;'o,,rh/ days of the epidemic. He was an outstanding lawyer.

how he was determined to "beat the virus". He did

it is important that jurists should reach out to their

facing this predicament. They should ensure that

received without discrimination, but with support,

that is appropriate, and accommodation where it is

Bar Associations, in Australia, and doubtless

have provided special assistance to members of the

~~'}~',I~gakprofessionwho cannot continue in their professional work
"""~',>'",

of HIV/AIDS. Judges, as leaders of the profession,

not forget their duties of professional comradeship and

';Ilnnnrt. where colleagues are affected. This means not just

jUdges, but advocates, court staff, police and bailiffs, their

and friends.

Finally, jUdges are members of their communities. They

give a lead to community discussion of HIV/AiDS, its

;';;f,~~·K,~?':y.causles,and the behavioural modifications that are necessary to

the spread of the epipemic.
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Judges cannot be interested in everything. But many of

features of HIV/AIDS are relevant to the professional duties

judges. Typically, laws stigmatise, and sometimes

conduct which is relevant, eg the sexual activities

prostitution; homosexual activities; and

drug use. It is therefore the duty of judicial officers to

~:;;~Y";}P.flect upon the effectiveness of current laws, in so far as they

I"""nt to the epidemic. Where law has become part of

',,/.. theproblem, judicial officers (being better informed and usually

-'d":innre powerful) have a responsibility to add their voices to the'

of law reform. In default of a cure for, or vaccine

HIV/AIDS, the only weapon in society's armoury is

':\l'i':' ";>"haviour modification. Alas, it is the lesson which judges can

that strong criminal sanctions are only of limited use

and reinforcing behaviour modification in such basic
~;:~r;e'>

:\\~i?;llctivitiesas sex and drug use.

This is why, in many countries, the advent of HIV/AIDS

led to a rare, and long delayed, re-examination of rules of

long established. Although the law in most countries no

.punishes (as once it did) adultery, as a criminal offence,

vestiges from the same time intrude upon other consensual

conduct of citizens. Because judges are the instruments

such laws, their moral sense is bound to be

by what they are required by the law to do. This

them both the motivation and the legitimacy to add their

to the suggestions of reform.
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The first step on the path to effective

Jrderly Houses (Amendment) Act 1985 (NSW).

•-''C'>'- ,It,' is surely no coincidence that, since the advent' of
~\~t;~0;F.-~, ,',
':'~j\?lP.dDS, very significant pressure have built up, particularly in

;&~,~IIJPed countries, for re-examination of laws concerning sex
;{~;~L:·'
~nd"druguse. In several parts of Australia, including my own
~~t~~~,::.", .,

.,d~iate;,New South Wales, prostitution (paid sex work) and the
~;~/~.\:.;~<.:,:::,--

~~hhihg ,of brothels has been decriminalised so far as it affects
.~i~·~~i_'?":
'i§1:It.1t..ponsensual conduct34

• Similar moves have occurred in
~'\!;f';,:'';:'"

,;ii'il'f"h'er:States of Australia31
• But the reforms are uneven. In

,:<j:}::';~{?;1<:', ':
:~yi}&'::ro:anydountries, people are asking what business it is of the law

4%;~;~i::,

t;rc5}iiltervene in such matters, save to prevent oppression, and to
).:.:'\.<:-:;~".",'.,'

~~Bfc5tect minors. The AIDS paradox teaches that criminalisation
, ':~\;t~~-::

atid:stigmatisation make it more difficult to reach the minds of
ft;)_'~i.';,

affected.

modification will often be decriminalisation, and the

of educational messages. It is in this sense that

t~~1~i~;:;:;:::tirl~jUdgeS can contribute to AIDS prevention by
f~ in discussion of legal reform.

The same message is relevant to the re-evaluation of laws

conduct and drug use. 35 In Australia, leading

A"
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As to Canada, see Canadian HIV/AIDS Policy and Law 
Newsletter, Jan 1995, 12. 
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~:d'!les have begun to contribute to public discussion about the

~'t;(~t~l:>lemS of homophobia, and the causes of injustice to fellow

~~\;~Bfri~ens by reason of their sexual orientation. Although

~~~jV1AIDS is a human virus, and not limited to any sub-group, its
i~'\~(>','_;""

~\i~ny'urtequal impact upon homosexuals in Western countries
So, ')\tk:,.:;',.::':,

f\'as'directed a lot of attention to the alienation of this group of
::B-;~i;';:::'::-_::'

-';iIJe, community, and the need to redress the unequal laws and
_, ?3}~.;/,~:,-:: ';", '
~~~R9Hpieswhich drive its members into a dangerous ghetto where

,,:,~;::,~,---,-j,:

- '';IN/AIDS dwells36
. It may not be wholly coincidental that there

challenge before the Delhi High Court concerning the
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has promoted a debate on euthanasia. In two 

~;J~;1.;J~·SfYb riscl ictions (the Australian Capital Territory and the Northern 

the criminal law was modified to permit assistance 

See ego the comments of Nicholson CJ, Family Court of 
"'g':;\"\'i%:~t:p':' Australia (1994) 5 H/v/AIDS Legal Link, No.4, 13 about 
c;. .' same sex relationships. 

See B Delahunty, "ACT Approved Passive Euthanasia", 
. (1994) 5 HIV/AIDS Legal Link, No.4, 10 (Medical 

. Treatment Act 1994 ACT); P Leach and S McLean, 
"Euthanasia Law Passed in the Northern Territory", (1995) 
6 HIVIAIDS Legal Link, No.2, 1 .. The Northern Territory 

Footnote continues 
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peaceful death under given conditions. A significant part

momentum towards law reform in this area has been the

of young people dying prematurely by reason of

In this connection, the judicial function remains: of

the vulnerable and defending their human dignity

,,,,,inst well-meaning, or avaricious, family and friends.

The judiciary has an important role to play in the response

'i,,,";';·.n the HIV/AIDS epidemic. It should be ayvare of the causes of

and famili"r with the body of law that is growing up

a consequence of its unexpected advent. It should ensure

and equality in every courtroom, and be alert to the

,Hff",..nN»1 way general laws fall upon those who are living with

JAIU:S. their families and dependants. Because judges have

in deciding cases, where their decisions are relevant to

HIVIAIDS, they should rest them upon sound data. They should

expel from their minds the stereotypes, the myths and the

This does not, of course, mean automatically

the case in favour of the person living with HIV/AIDS.

law must be observed and jUdges must remain professional

and neutral in the performance of their tasks. But it does mean

law was overridden by an Act of the Australian Federal
Parliament.
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Judges, as leaders and teachers, must play their part in

responding to AIDS35
.

We are only at the beginning of this unpredicted challenge

to our species. The AsialPacific region, which hoped for

economic growth in the decades ahead, faces both economic

and individual challenges unless behaviour can be modified and

the spread of HIV contained. Harsh laws will not achieve these

objectives, as any judge can tell. Instead, sensible policies,

redress for discrimination and suitable law reform - as well as

unyielding honesty - will be the chief weapons against the

spread of HIV/AIDS.

See generally 0 C Jayasuriya (ed) H/V Law and Law Reform
- Asia and the Pacific, UNDP, New Delhi, 1995.

35

that the judges should be generally aware of the features of

HIV/AIDS and approach legal and factional problems without the

blinkers of prejudice or ignorance. The judiciary should be

particularly alert to colleagues in the court process who suffer

because of the epidemic. To the best of their ability, they

should reach out with help and understanding. And as leaders

of the community, they should contribute to the discussion of

law reform which the HIV/AIDS epidemic demonstrates to be

needed.
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